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I Heave Me 
~--
When I throw 
the pillow 
murder gets 
swallowed. 
When I throw 
the pebble 
murder gets 
drowned. 
At you 
I stir 
At you 
I howl 
When I strain 
Tou touch 
you 
I tremble 
at you 
caught 
at you 
murder gets 
at you 
slung 
at you 
murder gets 
dry ripples 
to break at 
you smooth 
loveless mirage 
clutching 
at you 
sucking 
at you 
to reach 
(Continued)26 
I Heave Me (Con 
Your breast 
pulls 
Away words coat 
1 	 your 
slimy 
hate gets 
flung 
at yO! 
rage 
swallowed. 
At you 
I gulp 
at you I grapp14 
at you 
we do 1 
we disintegrate ~ 
obliterate I 
grunt 
I tear 
at you 
at you at me 
I stare 
I 	 Soft breast, 
moist and smoothl to hold 
to give 
oasis 
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I Heave Me 
I throw 
lillow 
~r gets 
.owed. 
I throw 
•ebble 
~r gets 
led. 
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I strain 
:ouch 
~mble 
at you 
caught \ 
at you 
murder gets 
at you 
slung 
at you 
murder gets 
dry ripples 
to break at 
you smooth 
loveless mirage 
clutching 
at you I
sucking {at you 
to reach 
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I Heave Me (Continued) 
Your breast 
pulls 
Away words coat 
your tongue 
slimy thick 
hate gets 
flung 
at you 
rage gets 
swallowed • 
At you 
I gulp 
at you I grapple 
at you at me 
we do not bleed 
we disintegrate we 
obliterate I 
grunt 
I tear 
at you 
at you at me 
I stare 
Soft breast, 
moist and smooth 
to hold 
to give 
oasis 
(Continued) 
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I Heave Me (Continued) 
to love 
deep nurture 
dark and cool 
at you at me 
oasis dream 
I spit 

my self 

at you 

,II'At you 
I vomit we " 
II 
dissolve 
the mirage 
;1melts 
;1at you 

at you 
 Ij
I murder. 
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--Berta Britz 
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This Day 
Deep under lilies growin~ 
Old bones, of soldiers ft 
And rust, of blood and es 
Around the fruits that SF 
FlY birds, with wings on 
Of hope, in lonely silhou 
Above the clouds that ble 
Sits God, who sees his we 
By Hate, a flame upon His 
This day as I watch river 
In one, with winds that s 
On me, I know I must forg 
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